ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The so-called norm extension problem is the following. Given an algebra C with (linear) involution * over the field K of real or complex numbers, and given an algebra norm II-II on the hermitian part H(C, *) of C (which is considered as an algebra under the restriction of the symmetrization of the product of C), try to find an algebra norm on C whose restriction to H(C, * > *Partially supported by DGICYT grant PB95-1146 and Junta de And&& grant FQM 0199.
is equivalent to II*II. If for some (C, *, 1) * 11) as above we have been able to answer the norm extension problem affirmatively, then it is easy to see that the algebra norm on C we have found can be replaced by a (possibly nonequivalent) algebra norm which answers the problem too and in addition makes * continuous.
If the algebra C above is associative (as will be assumed through this paragraph), then the norm extension problem becomes specially relevant because of its close relation to the normed treatment of Zel'manov's prime theorem for Jordan algebras [29] (see [ll, 9, 10, 25, 7, 81) . Concerning known results about the norm extension problem, we mention in the first place the pioneering paper [9] , where an affirmative answer is given under rather technical conditions on the algebra C not involving the given norm ]I * II on H(C, *) (see for instance the first part of our Lemma 5.6). Affirmative answers to the norm extension problem like the one quoted above, where no condition on the norm I] * I] is assumed, will be called global affirmative answers. Some arguments in [9] are taken as the starting point in [25] , where it is proved that, whenever C is a * -tight envelope of H(C, * > (a reasonable condition whose meaning can be found in Remark 4.4), the norm extension problem has an affirmative answer if (and only if) the tetrad mapping (x, fj, .z, t) -xyzt + tzyx from H(C, *) x H(C, *> x H(C, *) x H(C, *)
to H(C, *) is II * I]-continuous. It is shown also that, if H(C, *) is semiprime and if ]I. II is complete, then the tetrad mapping is automatically ]I. IIcontinuous. By the way, our paper contains an example showing that the assumption in the above result that H(C, * 1s semiprime cannot be dropped > .
(see Remark 4.4). Another affirmative answer, now of global type, can be found in [6, Theorem 41. In the opposite direction, it is worth mentioning that the norm extension problem can have a negative answer even if C is a *-tight envelope of H(C, *) and C is simple with nonzero socle [6, Theorem 71.
As far as we know, to date the norm extension problem has been considered only in an associative context. Now, in its easiest form, our main result asserts that, if C is of the form M,(B) (the algebra of all n X n matrices over B) for some n > 3 and some unital (possibly nonassociative) algebra B with involution over K, and if * is the standard (or merely a canonical) involution on C relative to that of B, then the norm extension problem for (C, *) h as a global affirmative answer (Theorem 3.3). Moreover, for (C, *> as above, we enjoy the uniqueness of the extended norm topology, i.e., two algebra norms on C are equivalent whenever they make * continuous and their restrictions to H(C, * > are equivalent. Such a nice situation for the norm extension problem was completely unknown in any context. Theo-rem 3.3 also ensures that, again for (C, * 1 as above, if 11. I] is a complete algebra norm on H(C, *>, then the unique algebra norm on C making * continuous and generating on H(C, *) the topology of ]I. 11 is complete too.
The very good behavior (concerning the norm extension problem) of the algebras (C, *> in the above paragraph remains unchanged for the more general situation that C is of the form A @ B, A is a finite-dimensional *-simple associative algebra with involution whose hermitian part is of degree > 3 over its center, B is a unital algebra with involution, and the involution * on C is the tensor involution of that of A and B (Theorem 3.5).
This is the abstract side of our main result. We think that both sides of our main result are new, even in the associative context.
As far as we have been able, we have tried to confirm that the assumptions in all the results we have proved cannot be substantially relaxed. In this line we would like to emphasize that there exist in abundance triples (C, *, II . 11) [with C = M,(B), B a unital associative algebra with involution over K, * the standard involution on C, and I].
(1 an algebra norm on H(C, *)I for which the norm extension problem has a negative answer (Theorem 4.3). The abundance of such triples (C, * , II .II> is so big that the normed space (H(C, *>, II -II> can be chosen equal to an arbitrarily prefixed infinite-dimensional normed space over K.
Applying zel'manovian techniques, we have also obtained that the norm extension problem has a global aff umative answer for algebras with involution (C, *) where C is of the form A B B for some unital (possibly infinite-clmensional) *-simple associative algebra A with involution whose hermitian part is of degree > 3 over its center and some unital associative algebra B with involution, and the involution * on C is the tensor involution (Theorem 5.5). In obtaining this result, the following purely algebraic fact becomes crucial. If A is a *-simple associative algebra with involution whose hermitian part is of degree > 2 over its centroid, and if B is a unital algebra with involution, then A @ B is a *-tight envelope of H( A @ B, *> (Proposition
5.1).
We have also dealt with the problem of deriving the continuity of the product from that of the symmetrized product. Precisely, the question is the following. Given an algebra C over K and an algebra norm I(. II on C+ (the algebra obtained by symmetrizing the product of C), try to show that, up to the multiplication by a suitable positive number, ]I. 1) becomes an algebra norm on C. This question is rather related to the norm extension problem (see Corollary 6.2 and Remark 6.3). As happens for this last problem, there also are several papers more or less directly dealing with the former (see [27, 21, 23, 2, 4, 9, 3, 25, 10, 6, 28, 24, S] ), and some of the known affirmative answers are global, i.e., they do not impose any condition on the algebra norm 11.
(1 on C+.
We prove that, if C is of the form M,(B) for some n > 2 and some unital algebra B over K, then the problem of deriving the continuity of the product of C from that of C+ has a global affirmative answer (Corollary 6.6).
This result has an abstract side (Corollary 6.8) and an interesting variant (Theorem 6.7). In fact, all these results derive from a "very nonassociative" theorem asserting that, if A and B are algebras over K, if A is finite-dimensional and not commutative, if A+ is central simple, and if B has a unit, then the problem of deriving the continuity of the product of A @ B from that of (A 8 B)+ has a global affirmative answer (Theorem 6.4). We also know that, if A is a unital (possibly infinite-dimensional) simple associative algebra over K of degree > 2 over its center, if B is a unital associative algebra over K, and if either A or B has an involution, then the problem of deriving the continuity of the product of A @ B from that of (A 8 B)+ has a global affirmative answer too (Corollary 6.11).
Among the tools applied to obtain some of the results quoted until now, we would like to mention our Theorem 1.4 asserting that, if A and B are algebras over Dd, if A is finite-dimensional central simple, and if B has a unit, then every algebra norm on the tensor product A 8 B is equivalent to the projective tensor norm of suitable algebra norms on the factors A and B.
This also applies in Section 7 to provide a negative answer to a question implicitly raised in [2O]. 
1.

H
It is straightforward that the topology of the projective tensor norm on the tensor product of normed spaces does not depend on the precise norms on the factor spaces, but only on the topologies of these norms. In this way, we can and will speak about the (normable) projective tensor topology on the tensor product of two given normable spaces. If 71 and 72 are normable topologies on the vector spaces X and Y, respectively, then 71 @ G-~ will denote the projective tensor topology on the tensor product of the normable spaces (X, TV) and (Y, TV). If X and Y are vector spaces over K, if X is finite-dimensional, and if T,, stands for the unique (automatically normable)
Hausdorff vector-space topology on X, then 7 + 7O @ 7 becomes a one-toone mapping from the set of normable topologies on Y into the set of normable topologies on X @ Y. However, if the dimension of X is greater than on&, and if Y is infinite-dimensional, then the above mapping is not surjective.
Let A and B be (possibly nonassociative) algebras over a field IF (which will be always assumed to be of characteristic different from 2). Then the vector space A @ B can and will be considered as an algebra over F under the product defined on elementary tensors by LEMMA 1.2. Let A and B be algebras over K. assume that B has a unit, and let 11. II be an algebra norm on A EI B. Then F @ Id is II* II-continuous on A @ B whenever F is in the multiplication algebra of A.
Proof.
Recall that, for an algebra C, the multiplication algebra M(C) of PALACIOS C is defined as the subalgebra of the algebra L(C) (of all linear operators on C> generated by the identity operator on C and all the operators of left and right multiplication by elements of C. Since B has a unit (say l), the inclusion {F@Id:FEM(A)} cM(A@B)
holds. Indeed, the mapping G * G @ Id from L(A) to L( A 8 B) is an algebra homomorphism sending a left (respectively, right) multiplication on
A by an element a to the left (respectively, right) multiplication on A @ B by a Q 1. Since II-II is an algebra norm on A 8 B, the inclusion proved above implies that F Q Id is II* II-continuous whenever F is in M(A).
W
Recall that an algebra A is said to be simple if its product is not zero and for all b in B, which proves that the topology of the norm II -[Ia2 on B is smaller than that of )I * Ilnl. By symmetry, the two norms are equivalent. To conclude the proof, let us prove that, for every nonzero a in A, the norm II * Ila makes the product of B continuous. But A2 is a nonzero ideal of the simple algebra A, so A2 = A, and so a = Cy= lxiyj for a suitable natural number n and xi, . . . , x,, yr, . . . , y,, in A. Therefore, for all b and c in B, algebra norm. For any algebra C over K, we denote by 9(C) the set of all topologies on C associated to algebra norms on C (equivalently, the set of all normable topologies on C making the product of C continuous), so that, if A and B are algebras over K, if 7, is in 9(A), and if r; is in JYB), then r, @ r2 belongs to JYA @ B). Recall also that an algebra A over a field 1F is 
Proof.
We only need to prove that the mapping r * T() @ r from Y7 B ) . . , ek} is a basis of A, and if pj (j = I..., k) denote the projections on A corresponding to the decomposition A = @$= 1 Kej, then pj Q Id is (1. II-continuous for all j = 1 , . . . , k. This means that A 8 I? is the 11. II-topological direct sum of the family of subspaces {ej @ B : j = 1, . . . , k). Since, by Lemma 1.1, also A 8 B is the 11. II,-topological direct sum of the same family of subspaces, the proof is concluded by showing that the restrictions of 11. II and 11. IIm to any of the subspaces in this family are equivalent. But this follows by observing that, for j = l,..., k, the mapping b c, ej @ b is a topological isomorphism from (B, II * II) onto (ej Q I?, II * II,> (in an obvious manner) and also from (B, II * II> onto (ej 8 B, II * II> (by Lemma 1.3. = REMARK 1.5. For an algebra C over K, we denote by%(C) the set of all topologies on C associated to complete algebra norms on C. It follows directly from Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.4 that, if A and B are algebras over K satisfying the assumptions in the theorem, then r e T,, CX, r becomes a one-to-one mapping from z( B > onto z ( A 8 B ) ; hence, as a consequence, A 8 B carries a unique complete algebra norm topology if and only if B does. The weakest known general algebraic condition implying the uniqueness of the complete algebra norm topology for a complete normed algebra is that the weak radical of the algebra vanishes [22] . Therefore, denoting by w-Rad(C) the weak radical of any algebra C, it would be interesting to know whether or not, for A and B as in the theorem, the condition w-Rad(B) = 0 is equivalent to w-Rad( A 8 B) = 0.
ALGEBRA NORMS ON TENSOR PRODUCTS OF ALGEBRAS WITH INVOLUTIONS
By an involution on an algebra C over a field IF we mean an [F-linear mapping c ++ c* from C into C satisfying (cd)* = d*c* and (c* )* = c for all c, d in C. In some classical references (like [14] ) the words simple and central, applied to an object in the category of algebras with involution, change their original meanings. In order to avoid any ambiguity, we will not follow this convention. Therefore, the terms simple (respectively, central), applied to an algebra with involution, will mean that the algebra is simple (respectively, central) in the category of algebras, without any reference to the involution. The variants of these concepts in the category of algebras with involution will be identified with the names * -simple and * -central, respectively. If A and B are algebras with involutions (both denoted by *), then the tensor product A @ B can and will be seen as a new algebra with involution (again denoted by * ) defined as the operator tensor product of the involutions on each factor.
In this section we are dealing with algebra norms on a tensor product of algebras with involution, subjected to the natural requirement of making the tensor involution continuous. Note that, if C is an algebra with involution, if 11.
(1 is an algebra norm on C, and if II*jI makes the involution of C continuous, then 1.1, defined on C by ICI := max{llcll, IIc* II} for all c in C, is an equivalent algebra norm on C making the involution of C isometric. For any algebra C with involution over K, we denote by SC, *) the set of all topologies on C associated to algebra norms on C making the involution of C . In view of the inclusion flC, * > G P'(C) for any algebra C with involution, this shows simultaneously that the assumption in Theorem 1.4 that A is central simple cannot be weakened to the one that A is separable (in the algebraic meaning of this word [14, p. 2381) and that the same assumption in Corollary 2.1 cannot be weakened to the one that A is *-central *-simple.
Note that the algebra A in our example is associative and commutative, and that (as easy examples show) the algebra B can be chosen with the same properties. For suitable choices of these B, the norm I -I on B can even be taken complete.
If this is the case, then the norm ]I * II on A 8 B also becomes complete. The finite-dimensional * -central * -simple algebra A over K in the above example is not simple. Now we want to enjoy a similar example with A finite-dimensional simple (hence * -simple) * -central but not central over K.
It is known and easy to see that, if A is such an algebra, then K must be equal to II%, A must be a simple algebra over Q= (regarded as a real algebra), and the involution * of A must be complex-conjugate-linear. The easiest choice for such an A is the one given by A = @ with * equal to the familiar conjugation on @.
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let C be a commutative real algebra with involution cri and a unit 1 such that there exists an algebra norm 1.1 on C making discontinuous the involution (+i. For A = a= (regarded as a real algebra), (1. II equal to the usual absolute value on A, and * equal to the familiar conjugation on A, denote also by I -I the projective tensor norm on the tensor product of the normed spaces (A, 1) .II> and (C, 1. I>, and let oz be the tensor involution on A Q C corresponding to * on A and u1 on C, so that (A @ C, 1.1) is a normed algebra, and the involution us on A @ C is I * ]-discontinuous. Because C is commutative, the operator os := * 8 Id,, is another (clearly I * I-continuous) involution on A @ C which obviously commutes with uz. Since A 8 C is also commutative, it follows that the set This shows simultaneously that the assumption in Theorem 1.4 that A is central cannot be dropped and that the same assumption in Corollary 2.1 cannot be weakened to the one that A is * -central. Comments similar to that in Example 2.3, about the possibilities of choice of the algebra B and the norm ) * I,-can be made in the present situation, obtaining identical consequences. Note also that, since A = @ in our present example, the algebras A Q C and A @ B above are complex algebras in a natural way (the for all a in M,(C). As in the proof of [6, Proposition 31, Lemma 3 of [25] gives us that 1. I is an algebra norm on M,(C). Moreover, we easily see that I * I makes * isometric and that, for all k in N and c in C, the equality for some p in 11,. . . , n} with p z i and p # j, whenever i = m and j = k; hence, since ]I -]I is an algebra norm on H (M,( B pp. 125-126, equalities (191, (21) , (22) ??
Now we will appeal to the representation theory of finite-dimensional *-simple algebras with involution in order to obtain an interesting variant of the theorem we have just proved.
Let C be an algebra over a field F. If there exists a natural number n such that the dimensions of all one-generated subalgebras of C are less than or equal to n, then we define the degree of C as the smallest such n.
Otherwise, we say that C is of infinite degree. THEOREM 3.5. Let A be a finite-dimensional *-simple associative algebra with involution over K whose hermitian part H( A, * ) is of degree > 3 over its center, and let B be an algebra over K with involution and a unit.
230-2321, the inequality p < n is also true for the remaining case D = M,(F).
Then 7 * ~H(A~B, *) becomes a one-to-one mapping from s( A @ B, * ) ontoflH(A 8 B, *>) sendingq(A @ B, *> ontoq(H(A @ B, *)).
Proof. To study the remaining case, namely that K = [w and that A is *-central, we introduce some terminology and point out some elemental facts. Let C be a real algebra. We denote by Cc = C @ iC the complexification of C and by 4(C) the set of all topologies on Cc associated to norms on Cc converting it into a complex normed algebra and making the direct sum Cc = C @ iC topological. Note that, regarding Cc as @ @n C and denoting by u the conjugation on @, a topology r E SC,) is in AC> if and only if (+ @ Id, is r-continuous. Also, we put x(C) := AC> n q(Cc), and, if * is an involution on C, then we write AC, 
DISCUSSING THE MAIN RESULT
The main aim in this section is to show that neither the assumption in Theorem 3.5 on the degree of H( A, *) over its center nor the condition n > 3 in Theorem 3.3 may be relaxed in general, even if the algebra B in those theorems is assumed to be associative (Theorem 4.3). Simultaneously
we will see that a certain assumption in the main result of [25] Our next result is taken from [21] . Since the reference is not easily available, we include the proof here.
LEMMA 4.2.
On every infinite-dimensional normed space there is a discontinuous anticommutative associative product. (
ii) Up to multiplication by a suitable positive number if necessary, the norm of X becomes an algebra norm on H( M,( B), * ). (iii) There is no algebra norm on M2( B) whose restriction to H( M,( B), * )
is equivalent to the norm of X. and every nonzero *-invariant ideal of A has nonzero intersection with H( A, *). Now, assume [F = K, and let II-11 be an algebra norm on H( A, * ).
It is easy to see that, if A is associative, if H( A, *> is finite-dimensional, and if A is generated by H( A, * ), then A is finite-dimensional, and therefore the norm extension problem has a trivial affirmative answer in this case.
However, it follows from the above theorem that, in general, no normed-space condition on (H( A, *), II-II), other than the finite dimensionality, can be sufficient to ensure the existence of an algebra norm on A whose restriction to H( A, *) is equivalent to II * 11, even if we know that A is associative and a *-tight envelope of H( A, *). Therefore, nontrivial positive results on the norm extension problem must involve, in one or another way, extra conditions of algebraic nature on (A, *). This is the case of [25, Theorem 21, where we realize that the assumption that B has a unit in Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 cannot be removed, even if B is associative and central simple.
All the counterexamples we have provided in order to realize that no assumption in Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 can be removed actually show algebras with involution (C, * ) over K for which the mapping r H rlHcc, * ) from SC, *) to flH(C, *>) is not surjective. We must recognize that we do not know if, in those counterexamples, the above mapping is injective. The best remedy would be to find other counterexamples in which the mapping r ++ rlH(c, *) from 9(C, *> to flH(C, *>) is surjective but it neither is injective nor sends z(C, *) onto .T(H(C, *I).
APPLYING ZEL'MANOVIAN TECHNIQUES
In this section we introduce in our development some ideas of E.
Zel'manov taken from his fundamental paper [29] and his collaborations in
[17] and [25] . The next proposition becomes the key tool to link those ideas with the topics considered in Section 3.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Since A is *-simple, we have C = A. In this way we have proved that A is generated by H( A, * ). Note also that we clearly have H( A, * ) # 0, and, since A is not commutative, also S( A, * ) := {a E A : a * = -a} # 0.
Let F be a field
Let D denote the subalgebra of A 8 B generated by H ( A 8 B, * ) . We note that, since the mapping a e a 8 1 from the associative algebra A to A @ B is a *-homomorphism, and A is generated by H( A, 
, then M,(B) is a * -tight envelope of H( M,,( B), * ).
When the algebra B in Theorem 3.5 is associative, we can provide additional information, which includes the fact, already proved in that theorem, that the mapping 7~ rln(AOs,*) from fiA @ B, *) to 9'(H(A @ B, *)) is injective.
THEOREM 5.3.
Let A be a finite-dimensional *-simple associative algebra with involution over K whose hermitian part H( A, * ) is of degree > 3 over its center, B be an associative algebra over K with involution and a unit, II*11 be an algebra norm on A @ B making the tensor involution [25] . If we had done so, however, then a reader interested in completely verifying the arguments of the proof would have had to go through the same path twice, and found unnecessary difficulties once. On the other hand, no reader would then enjoy the deep zel'manovian methods in [29] and [I71 involved in the arguments of [9] . Therefore we prefer to provide an outline of the complete proof of the theorem in the light of the simplifications and improvements made in [25] of some arguments in [9] . Under this philosophy, our next result (Lemma 5.6) is nothing but [9, Lemma 11.
From now on, X will stand for a countably infinite set of indeterminates.
We denote by 4x1 the free associative algebra (over some fured field [F) on X, and by g(X) the free sp ecial Jordan algebra over [F on X, namely the Jordan subalgebra of 4X) g enerated by X. Intuitively, the elements of g(X), For p in AX) and x1,x2,x3,x4 in X, the pentad {px1x2x3x4} belongs to H(&X), * > but not necessarily to AX). Following [17], we say that the element p in 8(X) is a pentud eater if {px1x2x3x4} lies in AX) whenever x1,x2,x3,x4 are in X. The set of all pentad eaters is a subspace of AX>, which will be denoted by Es. For a subset 9 of AX) and a special Jordan algebra J, we denote by fiI) th e set of valuations in J of all elements in 9.
LEMMA 5.6. Let C be an algebra over a field IF, and let C" denote the oppositr, algebru of C, namely the one obtained by replacing the product xy of C 1,)~ yx. Then C @ Co can and will be seen as an algebra with involution (T (the so-called exchange involution), given by (T(X @ y) := y @ X. Furthermore. C @ C" contains C (under the form C @ 0) as a non-a-invariant ideal.
Let
Moreover, x ++ x $ x is a one-to-one homomorphism from Cf onto H (C @I C ", u ) . In the case [F = K, we will denote by 4 the bijection from 9? H(C @ C", (T)) to fiC') induced by the irnrerse of that isomorphism, L will stand for the inclusion mapping SC> 3 fiC') and \Ir, r will be the mappings given b\r 7 -dH(CbC", IT) from flC
from JYC 63 C", a) into Y(C).
.
respectively.
Since clearly SC> = .flC"), the mapping T t-) T @ T from 9(C) into fiC 6l3 C O, u) provides us with a right inverse for r, and therefore r is surjective. Moreover, the diagram in the next lemma subcommute.r, i.e., for r in 9(C @ Co, a), the inclusion CD 0 WT) c L 0 T(r) holds. Indeed, if 11. II is an algebra norm on C @ Co making (T isometric, then, for all x in C.
we have llx @ XII = 11 x a3 0 + cT( Lx a3 0) 11 < 2llx CD 011.
LEMMA 6.1. Zf C is an algebra over K with a unit 1, then the following diagram commutes.
Proof.
If it is enough to show that, if 11. II is an algebra norm on C @ C" making (T isometric, then the norms x H IJx @ 011 and x t) 11~ @XII are equivalent on C. But, for all x in C, we have IIX @ 011 =ll(l @ O>(" @ gll 4lp @ O>IIIIb 63 X)II> and the inequality 11% @ XI] < 211~ ED 011 is already known. ??
As a direct consequence we obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 6.2. If c is an algebra over K with a unit, and if the mapping 7 -&WICO, *) from 9(C @ Co, cr) to fiH(C @3 Co, U)) is surjective, then 9'(C) = flC').
REMARK 6.3. Let C be an algebra over K with a unit. Then it is easy to see that the mapping r in the commutative diagram of Lemma 6.1 is bijective. Since @ is bijective, it follows that 9 is surjective if and only if L is,
i.e., the global norm extension problem for (C @ Co, a) has an affirmative answer if and only if 9'(C) = fiC+). S ince in addition L is injective, it also follows that q is injective. In this way, algebras with involution of the form (C @ Co, u), with C as above, provide examples in which the question of the uniqueness of the extended norm topology has an affirmative answer.
Independently
of the above apparatus, which will be applied later, we can prove the following theorem. The next corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.4.
COROLLARY 6.6. Let n be in N, and B be an algebra over K with a unit.
Zfn > 2, then P'(M,(B)+) =9(&(B)).
Now, arguments like the ones applied to derive Theorem 3.5 from Theorem 3.3 allow us to obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 6.7.
Let (A, *) b e a an2 e f' 't -d imensional *-simple associative algebra over K whose hermitian part has degree > 2 over its center, and let
B be an algebra over K with a unit. Then %(A @ B)+) = 9(A CZJ B).
Applying Wedderbum's theory, Frobenius's theorem on finite-dimensional division algebras over R, and the fact that the division algebra W of
Hamilton real quatemions has a non-Cayley involution, we easily see that every finite-dimensional simple associative algebra A over K of degree > 2 over its center has an involution * such that the degree of H( A, * ) over its center is also > 2. Therefore we can derive from Theorem 6.7 the following corollary.
COROLLARY 6.8. Let A be a finite-dimensional simple associative algebra over K of degree > 2 over its center, and let B be an algebra over II6 with a unit. Then fl( A Q B)+) = P'( A Q B).
As a consequence, if B is a unital real algebra, then 9'((W @ B)+) = 9(W @ B). Now we put together Theorem 5.5 and the results previously obtained in this section.
THEOREM 6.9.
Let (A, *) be a unital * -simple associative algebra over K whose hermitian part has degree > 2 over its center, and let B be a unital associative algebra over K. Then s(( A 8 B)+) = fl A 8 B).
Proof.
Let n E N U {w} denote the degree of H( A, *) over its center. ??
COROLLARY 6.11. Let A be a unital simple associative algebra over K of degree z 2 over its center, and let B be a unital associative algebra over K.
Zf either A or B has an involution, then fl( A 8 B)+) = fi A CO B).
We may suppose that P'((A obtain that T belongs to P'( A Q B), and the proof is concluded. Now assume that A has an involution * , and denote by n the degree of H( A, * ) over A, *) ). If n > 2, then the result follows from Theorem 6.9.
Z := Z(H(
Assume that n = 1. Then H( A, *) = Z, so, since A can be regarded as an algebra over Z (see Lemma 6.10) and in this perspective * becomes a Cayley involution, we can assert that A is of degree Q 2 over Z. Since unital simple associative algebras of degree < 2 are composition algebras (hence finite-dimensional [14, Theorem 5, p. 164]), and Z is finite-dimensional over ll-6, A becomes finite-dimensional over K, and the result follows from Corollary 6.8.
??
Of course, it would be interesting to know if the assumption in the above corollary that either A or B has an involution can be dropped.
given vector space over [F endowed with the zero product, and f equal to any symmetric bilinear form on that space, we reencounter the Jordan algebras of a bilinear form. Note also that the algebra B in Theorem 4.3 is of the form J(C, f) for a suitable anticommutative algebra C and f = 0.
The unital central simple noncommutative Jordan algebras of degree 2 described above (which, for brevity, will be called noncommutative spins) are relevant in relation to the general structure theory of noncommutative Jordan algebras [16] , and in particular to the description of prime nondegenerate noncommutative Jordan algebras with nonzero socle. We do not enter the theory of the socle; we only refer the reader to [ES] , [12], and [20, Section l] for such a theory, and notice that noncommutative spins are particular types of prime nondegenerate noncommutative Jordan algebras with nonzero socle. Now, let B be a normed algebra over E-6. We say that B has minimality of norm topology (respectively, minimum norm topology) if the topology of the norm of B is minimal (respectively, the minimum) in fi B), relative to the Let L denote the central simple complex Lie algebra of all trace-zero 2 x 2 matrices over C endowed with the restriction
